
elizabeth Veldon : fuck you, mister

the ephemeral man : monarch

zreen toys : stochastic machine

quartersized : concrete #1

totstellen : non-static-fragmentation (remastered rmx)

dsic : thought entombed

stapperton : mouldy not stale

sean derrick cooper marquardt : gezi park (public displays of affection)

hali : it never stops

lost trail : charred tree in a field

hoofus : bright morning blanked our eyes

april larson : floodwaters

laica : the words get stuck in your throat

gusset : everything dies

djinnestan : raminagobris
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"I have been interested in DIY noise tapes off and on since the late 80s. I tended to gravitate to the more

abstract/industrial angle, but a lot of tapes that came my way (far too many, in fact) had transgressive

titles cover imagery and samples, cheap and easy shock effects that ultimately lowered the work in my

esteem. I do not see noise as being about destruction and hate. It's more of a catharsis in the unity of

unexpected sounds, a thought-stopping, mind-cleansing "kitchen sink" approach to sound art. I have mostly

distanced myself from the community of noise artists, due to its sociopathic preoccupations, but upon

learning of Noise in Opposition project, I feel encouraged to get a hand in again. In particular I support NiO's

warm inclusiveness to artists of any race, gender or sexual orientation.

My contribution to this compilation is inspired in part by some sound art recordings made by the French

artist Dubuffet, who went into a room full of instruments he has no training in, and made lots of sound on

them. It was in the spirit of sheer childlike play, without standards of correct or incorrect. In the same spirit,

Aria and I brought a bunch of things for making sound into her studio (properly and art rather than a

recording studio), jammed without rehearsal and recorded it." --CP McDill (Djinnestan)

"Like the leftist comedian who dresses up a

political agenda in comedy, Gusset are stuck with a

childish band name that detracts from any attempt

to be taken seriously when serious issues like those

supported by NiO2 are concerned. For what it’s

worth, we are behind the cause and will always

offer our support." --Gusset

"Some of the people/projects, and their

beliefs, NiO is opposed to still haven't fully

understood that their "rebellious" pose isn't

actually a statement against the status quo,

but a sad verification of how numb and

distorted the senses for something I would

call freedom can be." --Grimm

(GRMMSK/Totstellen)

"Art is not exclusive" --Hali

"One of the many places that all people should

be treated as an equal, and all work should be

judged for exactly what it is, is music. Sadly this

is not the case. All people are created equal, it

would be nice for people to remember that" --

Laica

"The days of the far right are fading. Millions upon

millions of the uninformed and prejudiced will soon be

confined to the twilit dustbin of history, the Know-

Nothings of our time. In that well-deserved dustbin,

their outdated ideals of class division, racism,

misogyny and homophobia will languish while

another, wiser generation rises to replace their small-

minded hate and paranoia. As activists, as Quakers,

as human beings, Lost Trail is proud to support any

opposition movement that hurries their packing in

their way out the door. Good riddance to bad rubbish."

--Lost Trail

"Make some noise against abuse and

bigotry" --The Ephemeral Man

"Internet anonymity and irony are no excuse for

misogyny, intolerance and bigotry. Noise is

liberation." --Quartersized

"I'm not in the Noise Music movement but I

participate in this compilation because I totally

agree with the manifesto of Noise In Opposition.

The world of music should be a universe of

brotherhood where sexism, racism and

homophobia do not exist. Unfortunately, there are

always fools to pollute this fraternity and we must

fight this state of mind." --Jean-Luc (Zreen Toyz)




